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The Canberra Model Railway Club Inc. Newsletter 

July 2018 

NEXT MEETING 
The next meeting of the CMRCI will be at the Kaleen Clubroom at 7.30 pm on Wednesday 
4th July – and no, we will not be running just American trains that evening.   
 
Instead Chris will display and demonstrate the Club’s new portable programming track.  It is 
a compact, self-contained unit, including the computer and a screen for use at exhibitions 
and events away from the Club. 
 
However, a caveat applies -  if certain critical components of the unit do not arrive before 
the meeting, Chris will have nothing to show or demonstrate.  Let’s play that one by ear.   
 
 

 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
 

The Annual General Meeting of CMRCI will be held on the 15th August.  Put it in your 
diary.   

 
This is one of the most important meetings of the year – don’t miss it.  If you can’t make it, 

give your proxy vote to the Secretary or to a mate to vote on your behalf. 
 

The Secretary will provide formal notice and papers closer to the date. 
 

 

 

C A N B E R R A
MODEL RAILWAY CLUB INC.
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Due to the absence of the Editor, there will not be an August edition.  Unless someone 

would like to have a go………………. 
 

And a big thank you to those members who contributed articles, jokes and photos for this 
edition – Keep them coming!! 

 

 
VINTAGE RAIL IN MALLORCA, SPAIN - By PeterL  (Photos by the author) 

During a recent visit to Spain I visited Mallorca and was fortunate enough to have the time to 
ride the vintage electric train from Palma to Soller, sometimes referred to as the orange train 
as it was used to transport citrus. 
 
Built in 1912 and still going strong, the vintage train covers a route through the marvellous 
“Sierra de Tramutana”. 
 
The train comprised some six of the original wooden carriages, and in my view would be 
quite a load for the old electric locomotive that, however, took the steep grades in its stride.  
 

 
 
An engineering marvel in its own right, the track winds it way around steep valleys cutting 
through six tunnels. Two stops are made on the one hour plus journey. First at the 
picturesque town of Bunyola to pick up and let off passengers, and then on a high mountain  
side just out of Soller for photo opportunities.  
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The train is comfortable, but for those of us that come from Melbourne is reminiscent of the 
“red rattlers” that ran for so many years on the metro system. 
 
At Soller, one can connect with the vintage electric tram to head down to the port. 
Unfortunately, due to the visit being off season the tram only ran at odd times, so I missed 
the opportunity to ride on it.  
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So, if you are fortunate to visit this part of the world I can fully recommend that you take the 
time to get on board and enjoy the ride.  
 
===================================================================== 

From AndrewL 
 
One for the ladies Why did the lady track worker wanna work only on crossings?  

She knew diamonds are a girl's best friend.  
 
One for the sailors What do you call a dispatcher just leaving the bathroom?  

Out of his head!  
 

and just because Have you heard the old adage about model railroads?  
If it works fix it! 
 

================================================================ 
 
WHEN THE TAFE WELDING TRAIN CAME TO TOWN – By RonG 
Not all country towns have easy access to the technical training that city folk almost take for 
granted.  
 
West Wyalong was one of those towns. There was a TAFE annexe that taught typing and 
business office skills (my eldest daughter graduated from it & that opened the door for her 
future career) but setting up expensive equipment and providing suitably qualified teachers 
was not likely to happen at that stage. Yes, people could travel on a regular daily or a “block” 
basis, but that meant anything from 1 ½ to 3 hours by road each way. 
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However, someone was thinking outside the square, and some old railway carriages were 
reconditioned, fitted with welding bays including welding and brazing equipment. Qualified and 
experienced people were found to teach the courses in the towns where the train set up. 
 

 
Mobile Instruction Unit No. 3 – a mobile classroom 
 
In the case of West Wyalong, the TAFE carriages (see photo) were shunted onto a spur off 
the main line (Temora to Lake Cargelligo) and behind the concrete wheat silos, adjacent to a 
flat and gravelled area for student parking. Sets of steps were provided to access the 
carriages. 
 
When the course (“Farm Welding”) was advertised, I signed up for it. I had always wanted to 
learn to weld and this was the perfect opportunity. Courses were scheduled for a series of 
evening sessions, which suited the prospective students who either worked on farms or held 
other day-time jobs.  
 
On the first evening, I turned up to meet the teacher, Fred, who was a very experienced & 
capable welder in his day job. I found that I was the lone male student in my group! The other 
students were the wives or girlfriends of local farmers. They were taking the course because 
they were fed up waiting for their “better halves” to weld broken gates, construct metal fences, 
and do lots of other welding repair or construction jobs around the farms. 
 
The converted railway carriages worked fine, as there were adequate welding bays with safety 
curtains, and all the welding equipment, “stick welding” and MIG gear, for everyone. Probably  
the only restriction in space was the lack of room for explanations and demonstrations, but we 
all managed. At the end of the course, following progressive assessment of skills learned, we 
all received a TAFE Certificate in Farm Welding. 
 
As a result of the course, I heard “on the grapevine” that a few of the husbands and boyfriends 
became a little “miffed” about all of the welded repairs and construction taking place on their 
farms, and also because some of the work was of a better quality than what they produced! 
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This wasn’t the only way in which railway carriages were converted and used to provide 
services to isolated or remote communities, e.g. dental cars, medical cars, etc. Each of them 
would make an interesting model to have parked on a layout or shown “being delivered” in a 
consist on your layout (or on the club layout). 
 

============================================================== 
 
THE INDULGE COFFEE AND CHOCOLATE EXPO – EPIC 14/15 JULY 
CMRCI will be exhibiting a layout at this interesting exhibition.   Set up on Friday 13 July, 
demonstrate the layout on the weekend – 10.00 am to 4.00pm both days.   We apparently 
have a prime position.  A good opportunity to do some recruiting, perhaps. 
 
The Secretary will provide more details in good time.  See 
www.indulgecoffeeandchocolate.com for further details of the show. 
  
====================================================================== 

 
 
FASTER RAIL - Investigating faster rail linkages between our cities and surrounding 
regional areas 
It seems that there are several rail projects; i.e. the inland line, re-opening of country lines in 
Victoria, etc as well as proposals that are proceeding without a great deal of public attention.  
 
The latest development is an investigation of possible improvements to the rail connections 
between our cities and surrounding regional areas.   The 2017 Federal Budget included a 
commitment by the Australian Government for $20 million in funding to support the 
development of up to three faster rail business cases.   
 
Business cases 
Following a competitive assessment process, conducted in accordance with the assessment 
criteria published in the Prospectus, the Australian Government announced on 9 March 2018 
that it will provide matching funding for the development of the three following business 
cases. 

• Consolidated Land and Rail Australia (CLARA) 
Proposed Corridor: Melbourne to Greater Shepparton - Build 2 SMART cities and 
connect these cities with a High-Speed Rail system along an identified corridor. 
 

• NSW Government (Transport for NSW) 
Proposed Corridor - Sydney to Newcastle – with the aim of achieving time savings of 
approximately one hour through both minor and major service improvements on the 
existing rail.  

 

• North Coast Connect Consortium 
Proposed Corridor: Brisbane and the regions of Moreton Bay and Sunshine Coast - A 
three stage project to enhance the existing QR North Coast Line through a 
combination of upgrades to existing lines plus a new rail line. 

 
It will be interesting to see if any of these are indeed viable. 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.indulgecoffeeandchocolate.com/
http://minister.infrastructure.gov.au/mccormack/releases/2018/march/mm005_2018.aspx
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A DIFFERENT SORT OF TRAIN 

 
(Thanks to Andrew) 
 
===================================================================================== 

 
A REAL ENTHUSIAST 
 

 

Being a 
hobby 
enthusiast 
is one 
thing, but 
maybe 
sometimes 
it can go a 
bit far??? 
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PRODUCT REVIEW - CORK UNDERLAY – By PeterA 
I recently started work on a large marshalling yard on my layout.  I had all the track and 
points I needed but was short of cork underlay.  As I am sure you know this is hard to get in 
Canberra. 
 
I resorted to the internet to find a source somewhere in Australia.  I was able to find sources 
for the coils of cork produced by AMRA (sic?)  - OK, but I wanted something longer, more 
durable and hopefully cheaper.  I approached Casula Hobbies to see if they still sold cork in 
sheets, but unfortunately, they do not. 
 
At that time my wife asked me what I was mumbling about (she was being polite) and I told 
her what I was looking for and the fact that I could not find it.  
 
A day or so later she found the solution for me.  Swift Supplies is located in Sydney and 
advertises cork sheeting on eBay, specifically Industrial Cork Gasket Sheet.  The sheets 
come in a range of thicknesses; i.e. 1.5, 2, 3 ,4.8 and 6.4 mm.  Sheets range in size from 
510mm x 1270mm to 1040mm x 1270mm.  The sheets are rubber bonded and very durable. 
 
The supplier provides free postage and as their name implies, delivery (in my experience) is 
very swift, usually within 2 days. 
 
In late May I purchased a 3mm x 550mm x 1270mm for $22.00.  I painted it black with 
standard poster/acrylic paint on one side and then easily sliced it into 14 1270mm x 35mm 
strips, which is just what I needed for the job. 
 
The strips lie flat and are easy to nail or screw.  The only problem is that the strips do not go 
around corners.  They will handle very gentle arcs, but unlike cork they cannot be dampened 
and shaped to accommodate tighter curves.  

 
 
In my experience this 
curve is as about as tight 
as this product can 
comfortably handle.   
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I am now on my second sheet of this product.  If anyone is looking for underlay for long 
straights, I would suggest that have a look at the eBay site and at least consider this product.   
There are also other brands and sizes available on eBay. 

 
================================================================ 
 

AROUND 
THE 
CLUBROOM 
 
Chris 
electronically 
trouble 
shooting a 
couple of 
Andrew’s 
locomotives, 
supported by 
Bob and 
Volker. 
 
 
 
 

 

================================================================ 
 
GUM TREES FOR SCENERY– contributed by AndrewS (photos by the author) 
What did the gum tree say to the tree surgeon?   Eucalyptus. 
 
Anyway, in my search for Australian scenery realism I have come across a retired gent who 
due to downsizing (home) is not able to play trains. Instead, as a hobby, he makes realistic 
gum trees and turf.  

 
I have employed several examples of his work on 
my HO scale layout. They are 10cm high, wire 
framed and have realistic bark and leaves. 
 
He makes them in batches of seven (7) at $2.00 
each, wrapped in air tight bags.  Postage is free, 
with each item wrapped in a separate air tight bag 
then inserted in a big box marked fragile.  
 
The two lots I have got survived the postage without 
damage.  No need to paint or decorate.  
 
I believe he also makes N and other gauge 
trees/turf on request.  
 
The producer is Ron Cavanagh.  Mobile: 0431 679 
297.   
Email:  andmakeitso@gmail.com 
 

 

mailto:andmakeitso@gmail.com
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Here are examples of the trees in place on my layout. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
================================================================= 
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HISTORY CORNER 

 
Ford Motor cars being transported by Victorian Railways – circa 1920’s.  Do any 
of you Victorians know which yard this was?  Geelong maybe?  Interesting mixed 
goods on the left. (Photo courtesy of Public Records Office Victoria) 
 
================================================================= 
 

BUNNINGS GUNGHALIN 
The management of Bunnings Gunghalin have invited the Club to display a layout – 
probably Charlestown – at their Father’s Day event on 30 August. 
 
Doubtless an opportunity to show off Charlestown.    Details to follow from the Secretary. 

 
 

 

DEAD LOCO 
 

He’s a statue now in some playground, 
For all the kids to see, 

A goliath of power and beauty, 
Whose wheels were once so free 

They have painted him up to catch the eye 
With a green and gold that gleam 

But there’s no sadder sight to a driver 
Than an engine that’s got no steam. 

 
Poem by James Dunn, Station Master at Cathkin, Victoria 
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CMRCI OFFICE BEARERS 

President: Peter McEvoy 

Secretary:  John Webster 

Treasurer: Phil Young 

 

Committee Members:  

Volker Aeuckens, Danny Henskens, Anthony Hunt, Andrew Lund, Chris 

Neil, Terry Smith, George Watts, Dennis Wicklander, Graeme Wilson.  

 

Life Members: Lloyd Sawyer, Ward Gainey, John Wishart 

July 2018 
3 July (Tues) Daylighters’ meeting.  Baldwin Park available 

for running.  Continuing work on Club layouts 

4 July (Weds) Club Meeting.  Topic – The new portable 
programming unit. 

10 July (Tues) Daylighters’ meeting.  Baldwin Park available 
for running.  Continuing work on Club layouts 

13 July (Fri) Indulge Coffee and Chocolate Show 

14 July (Sat) Indulge Coffee and Chocolate Show  10.00am 
to 4.00 pm 

15 July (Sun) Indulge Coffee and Chocolate Show  10.00am 
to 4.00 pm 
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17 July (Tues) Daylighters’ meeting.  Baldwin Park available 
for running.  Continuing work on Club layouts. 

18 July (Weds) Club Meeting –  Baldwin Park available for 
running 

 24 July (Tues) Daylighters’ meeting.  Baldwin Park available 
for running.  Continuing work on Club layouts 

31 July (Tues) Daylighters’ meeting.  Baldwin Park available 
for running.  Continuing work on Club layouts 
 

 

August 2018 

1 August (Tues) Daylighters’ meeting.  Baldwin Park available 
for running.  Continuing work on Club layouts 

7 August (Weds) Club Meeting.  Topic – TBA 

14 August (Tues) Daylighters’ meeting.  Baldwin Park available 
for running.  Continuing work on Club layouts 

15 August (Weds) ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

21 August (Tues) Daylighters’ meeting.  Baldwin Park available 
for running.  Continuing work on Club layouts. 

28 August (Tues) Daylighters’ meeting.  Baldwin Park available 
for running.  Continuing work on Club layouts 

30 August (Weds) Bunnings Gunghalin – 6.00pm to 8.00pm   
Details to be confirmed. 

 
 
FUTURE EVENTS 
3-5 August  Malkara MR and Hobby Show 
 
6-8 October  AMRA (NSW) Exhibition  Liverpool 
 
2-4 November Wagga Wagga MR Exhibition 


